RESPONSES FOR NCCE CANDIDATE QUESTIONNAIRE

Candidate Name: MARK CRAWFORD
Party Affiliation: GOP
Office Sought: NC Senate
District: [49]
Campaign Address: PO Box 1345 Montreat, NC 28757
Campaign Phone: (828) 513-3163
Campaign Email: crawfordforspi@gmail.com

CANDIDATE RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS POSED BY QUESTIONNAIRE:

I. Yes
II. (a) & (b) Yes, as long as certain provisions and changes related to fairness are incorporated.
III. Yes, as long as certain provisions and changes related to fairness are incorporated.
IV. Potentially, as long as certain provisions and changes related to fairness are incorporated.
V. Potentially, as long as certain provisions and changes related to fairness are incorporated and this new authority doesn’t supersede State prerogatives or violate our State’s Constitution.
VI. (a) & (b) Since I disagree with the SCOTUS’ decision in *Citizens United v. FEC*, I don’t want to even justify or modify it by sanctioning it under the guise of greater reporting. I feel that decision was wrong and extra reporting requirements simply validate it and lead to its acceptance - and I am opposed to that.
VII. Yes
VIII. Notwithstanding various SCOTUS decisions to the contrary, I would welcome the total abolition of any money not given by individuals, and even those contributions by individuals ought to have stringent limits.

- Mark Crawford (N.C. House 2001-02, and current N.C. Senate candidate)